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Facebook and Instagram are similar to red wine and white wine, according to a study of the two platforms
undertaken by Facebook.

Besides using Facebook for news and keeping up with friends and family and turning to Instagram for inspiration,
users also generally look for humor on Facebook and unexpected encounters on Instagram. Just as one would
prefer red wine with steak and white wine with seafood, both platforms offer unique advantages suited to separate
purposes.

"Brands are continuously experimenting with what works best for their brand and across both platforms," said Helen
Crossley, head of audience insights research at Facebook.

"Advertisers often ask us to describe Facebook and Instagram to help them understand how they are similar and
how they are different," she said. "These findings are an avenue for marketers to get a better understanding of the
nuances between the two platforms and their communities."

Red and white
Approximately 20 percent of Americans' time on mobile is spent on Facebook and Instagram, evidencing their
marketing potential. For those who use both equally, Facebook satiates desire for empowerment and connection,
while Instagram satisfies the want of fun, relaxation and discovery.

Interaction on both platforms is tilted most heavily in favor of close friends and family, but celebrities and brands
are higher priorities for Instagram users. However, Facebook is bigger for person-to-person interactions, presenting
brands with the conundrum of visibility and engagement on Instagram, but better viral opportunities on Facebook.
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Chanel Facebook post

The uses, which contain some overlap but also notable differences, are a testament to the importance of engaging
consumers on both platforms. Additionally, marketers should attempt to meet consumers in both their "inner and
outer circles."

More discretely, Facebook's study showed that at events ranging from the Melbourne Cup to the Super Bowl, the
Cannes Film Festival and Glastonbury Music Festival, the most popular Instagram posts are of a behind-the-scenes
or celebrity-focused nature. Facebook posts, by contrast, received more likes and engagements when they were
heavily opinionated.

It follows that brands should use Instagram to share behind-the-scenes and celebrity-driven images, but use
Facebook for reactions and other more opinionated posts.

These generalizations must take into account demographic information as well, from gender to age to nationality.
Men see the platforms as practical communication lines and say they boost self-esteem, while women were more
likely to look for connections indicating they may be more receptive to ads.

Millennials are more likely to be on the platforms in the day than older generations and also seek video content
more. This is amplified for Australian millennials, who are around 50 percent more on Facebook and twice as
much on Instagram.

Gen Y consumers also say they are more likely to interact with fashion and beauty content on Instagram and
Facebook, furthering recent inclinations that Instagram is the ideal platform for reaching a young, fashionable
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audience.

Parents tend to pick up the habits of their kids. Parents are as likely to look at video content on Facebook as
millennials and more likely than non-parents to follow brands and other businesses they love on both platforms.
Like their kids, parents use Instagram for celebrities, fashion, travel and beauty.

Brazilians are particularly active on both platforms, outperforming the average in nearly every component, making
the market particularly ripe. By contrast, Japanese Instagram users see it as a "diary" more than a social platform and
are less likely to share Instagram content to Facebook.

Yves Saint Laurent Instagram

Although the same creative can work on both platforms, tailoring content and modifying ad spend based on target
market and according to region can help brands improve their ROI.

Spotting differences

Third parties have also conducted research hoping to identify platform-specific best practices.

As Fashionbi detailed with a recent report, social media is no longer just a tool for reaching young people.

Although those in the 16-24 demographic are the most prolific users averaging active usage on almost four channels,
those in the 35-44 range also have multiple accounts. Simply being on social media is no longer enough, as the
diversity and popularity of myriad networks requires brands to calibrate more detailed strategies.

Fashionbi recommends Facebook as a platform for showing off products and marketing the brand experience.

Until recently, Instagram was the organic alternative to Facebook's ad-driven platform. Engagements were 10 times
as high on the photo-sharing platform.

In March 2016, Instagram followed its parent company's lead, introducing an algorithmic timeline. While it remains
to be seen how the new model will impact engagement rates, similar strategies will likely lead to similar results.

Instagram's community is much smaller at 500 million users, but it skews young, international, namely France, Italy,
Sweden and Russia, and toward fashion fans.

Individuals naturally respond more strongly to visuals, making it an ideal platform for products, inspiration,
celebrities and campaigns. That versatility in turn is the impetus behind the move toward ecommerce, prefigured
with Curalate's Like2Buy (see story).

Similarly, L2 has identified Instagram as the better channel for interaction while citing Facebook as optimal for
reach.

With Facebook, measurements of reach have subsumed the importance of interaction through comments or shares.
Interaction has dropped and brands are posting less frequently, but posts are getting more likes and more
impressions as videos and posts are promoted through paid advertisement. Accordingly, media dollars in Facebook
have jumped.

Instagram, on the other hand, is a platform for more frequent posting and organic reach, supplemented primarily by
shares. However, Instagram's recent shift to an algorithmic timeline has somewhat curtailed this tendency, and
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saturating the feed is no longer as effective. Nevertheless, posting more frequently has not curtailed engagement;
consumers' activity suggests they are not fatigued but rather delighted to see brands they follow posting more often.

Facebook has also emerged as a hub for videos. On Facebook, a view is registered after only 3 seconds, or 10
seconds if promoted. On YouTube, viewers must make it through an ad and 30 seconds of the video for a view to be
registered, thereby resulting in comparatively tame numbers (see story).

"We've found that brands can achieve great results on both platforms using the same creative," Ms. Crossley said.
"But by understanding the nuances between the two platforms, advertisers can develop creative that speaks even
more strongly to their target audiences, helping to drive meaningful results."
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